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DEEP LIGHT
St Leonards, Launceston

Glass and steel make a near perfect
instrument at St. Leonards high above
Launceston. Why shun the obvious?
Architect Philip Dingemanse brings his own
vision to this home-as-pavilion, shed, retreat
and lookout.
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VISION 25 — DEEP LIGHT

Defined by a charcoal colored coated
steel and flush, double-glazing
of Viridian ThermoTech™ Grey
and Clear, the result is a heady fusion
that captures far horizon and
the more immediate sights and
scent of native bush.
Good design is an investment in
community wellness as much as
appearances and why it’s so vital
for our housing and cities. It’s why
Launceston’s Valley House blows away
any misconception about architecture
as an entitlement for a select few.

I

ntelligent design should conserve and harness, rather than
squander resources. And perhaps most importantly of all,
be reasonably affordable. Here the architect with plenty of
hands-on building experience brings practicality and careful
consideration to the table. Views and family connection
offer some surprising twists and turns with a house-asinstrument finely tuned to its climate and site.
Careful siting is the mark of something special and Philip
Dingemanse shows great touch in this rolling countryside.
It shows in the big picture right down to the fine grain.
The ridge-line pattern of steel cladding is enhanced by the
complimentary color of his glasswork as mosaic of gleam,
lustre and picture frame views.
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GLASS BECOMES AN
INTEGRAL PART OF THE
FAÇADE TO PROVIDE
VERY BALANCED LIGHT
LEVELS AND OVERALL
AESTHETIC READING OF
THE BUILDING.
Philip Dingemanse, Architect

In plan it’s an attitude that has at its heart the kitchen
as engine room and centrally located family connector.
The brittle hierarchy of Victorian-era prestige, status and
position all dissolve into a shared, social experience.
It’s the era of ‘open plan’ with big rooms and bigger
furniture, but so much the better when thoughtfully
finessed and resolved.
And this resonates with the glazing where Viridian glass
double-glazed units contribute to the building’s flexibility
and wafer lightness. The result sucks sunlight in the coolest
months and opens as wide vents and disappearing walls
during warmer months.

Right The cranked floor plan helps provide
a sheltered embrace to the north.
Below A separate bank of solar panels helps
provide self sufficiency.
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Architect Philip Dingemanse and daughter visit
the property to enjoy a heightened relationship
to bushland setting.
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It’s a house where you are always engaged in a very specific
way. And of course those sliding doors collect and disperse
breezes through the house.
You’ve worked as a builder?
I’ve always worked in construction in some form and it’s
an experience that closely informs my design method.
I’ve built as a way of pushing and understanding the
limitations you might reasonably expect of the builder.
With this house I had quite a significant role during
construction. I think you can run into trouble when you’re
too distanced from that process. We’re talking modest
budgets, while trying to maximize the potential to create
something that’s worthwhile, or beautiful that the clients
really appreciate.
What is your experience with Viridian?
I use their resources throughout the design process.
Looking at window design, overall performance, glass color,
those considerations definitely come into play. I reference
their material because it’s readily available. It also links
to what I know is available locally and I’m able to have
a confident interaction with their product’s availability
and performance.
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With such climatic extremes I gather that’s a very
deliberate strategy to cool, vent or close up the place
using the inherent flexibility of sliding windows, walls
and doors as double-glazed units.
Through habitation there is the capacity to adjust and
moderate how the building works in its specific location.
Enclosed integrated pelmets accommodate the installation
of window furnishing to improve thermal efficiency
in winter.
Do you consider this project part of a conscious unfolding
of your design work?
Its design is an evolution and investigation. Those are two
absolutely critical components to architecture. I think good
design is shaped by its place and serves many roles.
The outcome then can be successful on many levels as
a result of getting those other parts right.
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Vision’s Peter Hyatt discusses the rise of a low-profile
beauty with Theo Kerlidis of K20 Architects:
PH	How

tough is it to design with such a broad committee
of clients?
TK
We needed to satisfy all of them and ensure no-one lost
out. There were multiple clients including council, the AFL,
VFL and community groups. It was tough, we had to work
our way through a lot of issues to satisfy all of the parties.
I think our design is robust enough to meet the competing
needs and in the end why it works. It caters for a really
diverse range of functions yet doesn’t reflect competing
needs in its appearance.
There is often confusion that quality will be seen as
an extravagance or excess. You make a point about
budgetary restraint.
This is built for $2,400/m2. We value-managed project
construction with design efficiencies that enabled
a high level of design innovation without the cost.
What are some examples?
The design solution around this high efficiency build
included an open trussed ceiling, an open ceiling grid
system incorporating customised lighting and off-the-shelf
items. Many of the materials serve multiple purposes such
as the perforated wall feature panels that double
as acoustic treatments.
How do locally sourced materials and suppliers feature
as part of the sustainability chain?
That was definitely central to our approach and why
we selected so many locally sourced materials. Viridian
was definitely a key part of that solution. Obviously we
demand that materials meet stringent standards and in this
instance, Virdian’s ThermoTech™ with ComfortPlus™ Clear
formed the double-glazed units and really animate that
great south facing-window wall that overlooks the ground.
The other bonus is the levels of natural light that reduce
reliance on artificial light.
Any other sustainability features of note?
The building construction methodology adopted
sustainably sourced timber—a high carbon sink material
and designed to provide high levels of local content and
local labour. Timber is used throughout the structure and
and together with the cladding are designed to provide
cost effective outcomes using standard, off-the-shelf,
locally sourced materials and components. There was a
lot of contaminated soil re-use on site and re-blended to
clean fill status. Soil was relocated to other parts of the

VIRIDIAN WAS
DEFINITELY A KEY PART
OF THAT SOLUTION
Theo Kerlidis, Architect
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site thereby diverting landfill impacts while reducing the
associated costs of soil relocation. Other ESD initiatives
include underground rainwater tanks for toilet cisterns and
landscape irrigation, solar hot water units, exhaust systems
with makeup air and low energy and high performing
mechanical supply air conditioning systems.
It’s definitely respectful of place rather than
upstart architecture.
We didn’t want a building that would overwhelm its site.
It needed transparency yet visibility so that on approach
from the side entry of Ingles Street, patrons are really
mindful that the building doesn’t obscure the view of the
goalposts or block views. You can also see through the
building, via the windows, so that was very important not
to impact the game in any way. One of the biggest
issues was the expanse of thermally broken windows.
High performance glazing helped us with energy rating
compliance because there was no scope to reorientate
the building.
You could have done the glazing in a less sympathetic way.
The project glazing is absolutely integral. We did a lot of
work on its colour. What’s really remarkable is the size
and experience the glass wall provides. It offers a special
daytime experience with how it is observed by day, and
that level of transparency that changes again of an evening.
Rather than being a resolute box, it allows the viewer a
special peek inside.
What else does glass give the project?
Oh it’s huge. Honestly it was massive because it couldn’t
work without Viridian’s high performance glass. The project
wouldn’t have occurred from an energy compliance point
of view, so that is really significant in this program with
such a viewing requirement and it’s such a thinly wrapped
building, so our glazing had to be highly specified.
You chose thermally broken windows for natural
ventilation?
That’s right. We were able to reduce a reliance on
mechanical systems by ensuring this could breathe and
so it could function as an overall building system. We’ve
saved quite a sum of money by not being totally dependent
on air-con and heating.
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Have there been surprises for you with the result that you
hadn’t expected from the computer renders?
I’ve enjoyed sitting in the grandstand and seeing how that
structure sits there quietly by the boundary with all of the
wonderful reflections in the glass. We really focused on
internal glare control and reflectivity. We weren’t going
to design out reflectivity as it provides a wonderful depth
to the building from the landscape.
How important is it for you to choose locally sourced glass?
We had a requirement to be carbon neutral and credited.
We deliver sustainable, well designed buildings. It’s what we
set out to do and I think in our role as architects we want
buildings that can be constructed locally. It’s incumbent on
our profession. We elect, we decide what’s installed, where
they’re installed and how often they’re installed. It’s a real
role we have in crafting something out of space and it’s
our decision on the materials we use.
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What input did Viridian provide?
We’re now consulting with Viridian to customize
each glazing system. This process occurs near the
very beginning of each and every project to prevent
substitution. We worked through all of the reflectivity, glare,
light and heat transmission issues with them and that was
fantastic. We use Viridian’s system and technical services
much more directly now, to ensure Viridian is actually
at the top of our project providers to prevent product
substitution. The scope of their service is really wonderful.
Even though it’s a suburban type facility, there’s
an inevitable flow-on effect from the standards set
at major sporting grounds.
What they said is: “We don’t have a lot of money”.
This is a really tightly delivered, fixed budget. What clients
are saying is, to hell with design, to hell with in some
instances, sustainability. Just give us the space. That’s how
they feel. Our approach here wasn’t to discuss or argue
for design, but functionality. Design was something we
could incorporate. There is a strong belief in these places
as community hubs, local landmarks and even places for
moments of inspiration.
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